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 This version of my edition of The Christogenea New Testament contains the 
translation alone, which with a few exceptions is based upon the 27th edition of the Nestle-
Aland Novum Testamentum Graece.  The treatment here of various Greek words, along with 
many notes explaining the differences between this translation and the King James Version, 
the differences in many readings among the various ancient manuscripts which exist, and 
many historical and contextual notes, shall be found in my books, The Letters of Paul, The 
Records of Luke, The Writings of Matthew, Mark, James, Peter and Jude and The Oracles 
of John, the last two of which are still in the composition stages as of this writing.  These 
things will not be discussed at all here, since my purpose for the electronic publishing of 
these translations without fee is solely that the Christian Israel Identity community may have 
a scholarly translation to refer to that is free of the universalist interpretations which are 
found in nearly all other translations of the New Testament, and that it is provided without 
cost. 
 
 These translations are excerpted from the full books, The Letters of Paul, The 
Records of Luke, The Writings of Matthew, Mark, James, Peter and Jude and The Oracles 
of John, and are together as The Christogenea New Testament copyright (©) 2009 by the 
author, William Raymond Finck, Jr. All rights to this work are reserved by William 
Raymond Finck, Jr.  This work may be quoted from or distributed freely, but may not be 
edited or changed without violation of copyright. All quotes from or distributions of this 
work must properly credit the author, as appropriate by law or custom. This work may not be 
offered for sale or access fee, nor may it be distributed as part of any collection of literature 
or other data which is offered for sale or access fee, without the express consent of the 
author.  While this work may be distributed without fee, the official publication of this work 
is found at http://christogenea.org/. Any website or other publishing medium redistributing 
this work must retain this notice. 
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1 The elder to the elect mistress and her children, whom I love in truth, and not I only 
but also all those knowing the truth, 2 on which account the truth abides in us and shall be 
with us forever. 3 Favor, mercy, peace shall be with us from Yahweh the Father and from 
Yahshua Christ the Son of the Father in truth and in love. 

4 I have rejoiced exceedingly because I found some from among your children 
walking in truth, just as we have received a commandment from the Father. 5 And now I ask 
you, mistress, not as if writing a new commandment to you, but that which we have had from 
the beginning: that you should love one another. 6 And this is the love: that you would walk 
in accordance with His commandments. This is the commandment, just as you have heard 
from the beginning, that in this you should walk. 

7 For many deceivers have come into Society, those not agreeing that Yahshua Christ 
comes in the flesh. This is the deceiver and the Antichrist. 8 Watch yourselves, that you 
would not lose the things which we have accomplished, but you would receive a full reward. 

9 Each who going forth and not abiding in the teaching of Christ has not Yahweh. He 
abiding in the teaching, he also has the Father and the Son. 10 If one comes to you and does 
not bear this teaching, do not receive him into the house and do not speak to welcome him! 
11 For he speaking to welcome him takes a share in his evil works. 

12 Having many things to write to you I have not had desire by paper and ink, but I 
hope to come to you and speak face to face, that your joy would be fulfilled. 

13 The children of your elect sister greet you. 


